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This year has positively flown by and has left us with some catching up to do with
you. Four editions of ReLocate are published by us annually, and this year they
will be landing on your desk back to back in September, October, November and
December.
Our September issue brings together a wide variety of topics, ranging from expat
mums sharing their experiences in Belgium to new serviced apartments in the
heart of Antwerp.
As we celebrate our 10th publication year, so does Mercer celebrate its 20th annual
Quality of Living survey. For their 20th anniversary edition Mercer listed the most
significant increases in quality of living for select cities. ReLocate caught up with
Slagin Parakatil, Principal at Mercer and Global Product Owner for its Quality of
Living research, to find out more about how Brussels has performed over these last
twenty years.
At the start of the year the ABRA Board sent out a survey to all ABRA members.
Of course we speak to you at meetings and events, but we wanted to give you the
opportunity to share your thoughts on where our organisation is heading and how
we are doing. We publish the first set of results in this issue and will be covering
the results from the seperate Full Member Survey in the next edition.
We hope you enjoy the read,

cover image: istockphoto.com
editorial:

Fiona Klomp
Keir Bonine
Wendy Kegels

Subscribe to ReLocate, the quarterly
publication by vzw ABRA absl, online via:
www.abra-relocation.com
For print and online advertising
opportunities and rates please contact:
relocate@abra-relocation.com
For further details on becoming a
member of ABRA, please contact:
admin@abra-relocation.com
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It’s the Expat’s Life for Me (Yo Ho)
By Keir Bonine, Brussels-based freelance journalist

Relocate Magazine recently sat down with two expat
mothers in Antwerp – from opposite sides of the planet –
to learn how they feel about the expat life.

language and how they do things. The children are gaining
global exposure, seeing everything from a bigger perspective
and thus are more conscious of what’s going on in the world.

Debbie has two children, 14-year-old Shaelyn and 15-yearold Connor, and the family has been in Belgium for nine
years now. After leaving South Africa in 2006, they lived in
Lagos for three years, before going to Copenhagen for two
years, and then moving to Antwerp.

Nao and her family find living in Belgium quite easy,
especially because everyone speaks English – though she
has learned Dutch in the meantime, which helps social
integration even more. The school helped a lot and the
people are welcoming and accepting. It’s also easy to travel
to other European countries. She just thinks it would be nice
to have more sun here.

Nao and her family, including Lisa, 12, and Ken, 9, are used
to moving every few years as well. They are in their third
year in Belgium, which is the longest the children have lived
in one country, having previously lived in Tokyo, Meerbusch
(Germany) and Moscow.
Both Debbie and Nao love the expat life. Moving to a
new city and country is exciting, even if the language and
culture can sometimes be a challenge. It also gets easier
to get to know people once the children are school-age.
The mothers got to know each other and their networks of
friends in Belgium through the children’s school, Antwerp
International School (AIS).

Friends for Life
Debbie finds so many positive aspects in being an expat
family, having made a conscious decision not to live in an
expat bubble. Of course, there are challenges, but you
have to embrace the country where you are and learn the

For Debbie, one of the great things about being an expat
is the friends you make and how the relationships are
accelerated 10-fold compared to normal circumstances. You
make friends for life and those relationships become family.
She uses social media to stay in close contact with dear
friends all over the globe.

“It’s a really positive-spirited
community where everybody is ready
to put in what they can to make it the
best school possible. The kids also feel
this passion for the school. Whenever
they come back from holiday, they are
always unbelievably excited about
going back to school. That really tells
you something.” - Debbie
RELOCATE
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of life and that her children are much more appreciative of
other cultures as a result.

School of Family
Both Debbie and Nao point out that the parents are very
involved in the school, which strengthens the feeling of
community. The parents are always happy to support the
school and the faculty has an excellent rapport with kids and
parents.
Debbie’s children have gone to three different international
schools, and she finds that they are not all the same. She
feels that it’s important to find a school with a positive spirit
and sense of community, where everybody is ready to put in
what they can to make it the best school possible.
Of course, when adjusting to a new environment it helps
being involved in the school, and both Debbie and Nao
are very active in this regard. Nao is part of the school’s
parent-teacher organization, which does a lot to integrate
newcomers. Debbie is very involved in the sports and
theatre programmes, co-chairing the booster club to raise
funds for the sports programme, for example.

Yearn to Learn
Debbie believes that her children are getting the best possible
education, being in an international school, especially
because they follow the International Baccalaureate (IB)
Programme. Nao and her family really appreciate the IB
curriculum as well. It is distinctive from classic, rote learning
and the students have to understand the information and
apply it. It’s a journey and so different from the way either
mother learned in South Africa or Japan.
Both mothers feel that an international
school teaches their children the skills
and mind-set to achieve a happy,
fulfilling life. Nao finds that the IB
curriculum teaches her kids how to
approach a problem and then solve
it themselves. She sees her children
applying this in daily life, which is
important for their future and being
able to adapt to change.

But most of all, it comes down to whether the kids feel
the passion for the school. Whenever they come back
from holiday, her kids are always
unbelievably excited about going
“The children don’t just gain an
back to school. Debbie finds that
reassuring.
education, but valuable cultural

experiences too. The international
character of the sports programme
means children get to compete with
other schools from across Europe.
And then there are all the fine arts,
like theatre and choir, which my
daughter just loves.” - Nao

For Debbie, it’s not just that the IB
education is extremely good, but also
that the children gain a valuable cultural
experience being at an international
school. In the sports programme, for example, they compete
with other schools from across Europe. And then there are
all the fine arts, like theatre and choir, which Nao’s daughter
loves.
Through all the extracurricular activities and events at school,
like ‘International Day,’ the kids gain a wider perspective on
the world. For Debbie, it’s a complete package. Nao adds that
you meet a lot of people from different cultures and walks

SEPTEMBER 2018

Both Debbie and Nao describe
their kids’ school as being like a
family. They wouldn’t volunteer
so much of their time and support
the school so keenly if they didn’t
believe in it passionately. And that’s
also why the mothers wouldn’t
choose any other life than that of
an expat.

To paraphrase the Disney song, for Debbie and Nao, ‘it’s an
expat’s life for me (Yo Ho!).’
This article is brought to you by www.ais-antwerp.be.
overleaf: Antwerp International School
above: left - Debbie and her family
right - Nao and her partner

Temporary
housing made easy

BBF, NUMER ONE
IN AFFORDABLE
AND COMFORTABLE
SERVICED
APARTMENTS.

SERVICED APARTMENTS

Book your apartment at

www.bbf.be

BBF Serviced Apartments has been providing serviced and residential apartments since 1992.
With more than 1600 flats in different top locations in Brussels and Budapest, we are able to offer flexible and
affordable mid to long term rental packages for expats and business travelers. Our multilingual team is always
dedicated to find the ideal solution for your stay and will assist you during your booking until the end of the
lease. Recently BBF was accredited with the ASAP Quality Label which certifies compliance with the,
guidelines in the serviced apartment industry.
Combined with our expertise and affordable rates this is your guarantee for a hassle free and excellent stay.
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Survey Says...
we asked, you responded						

ABRA members may recall receiving a survey at the start
of the year. As a membership organisation, we are always
interested in hearing how you feel we are doing. Are we
meeting your expectations? What are the kind of topics
you are interested in hearing and reading about? After all,
these are the kind of questions that keep us occupied as
we want to ensure our members get the very most out of
their membership. Our thanks go out to all of you who
responded to our survey, and if you missed your chance
this time round, then not to worry, we shall repeat the
survey again at a future date.

Which activities are important to you as a
member?
You unequivocally agreed that ABRA’s member meetings are
invaluable to you as members. Offering you the opportunity
to network with colleagues and suppliers alike, our member
meetings are what keep you informed on the trends that
may impact your business. In a close second place come
third party events such as BNP Paribas’ Expat Financial
Affairs, ING’s Expat Family Fair, Vlerick’s Expat Event and
others. Finally, you expressed an interest in seminars,
sponsorship, networking and other opportunities that offer
visibility and opportunities to meet.

SEPTEMBER 2018

by Fiona Klomp

What do you think of the quality of our speakers
and topics?
As a whole you agree that “it’s not easy to find topics that
are interesting to everyone every single time”, although how
much you enjoy the meeting “can depend on the topic or
speaker”. The overwhelming majority of our members feels
the quality of our speakers and topics at member meetings
is good, with only a handful of you feeling that we could
do better. Generally speaking you would like to see “more
speakers directly related to expatriation or relocation”, even
suggesting a “regular presentation on mobility trends”. We
did receive some opposing views with someone suggesting
“broader topics that are of interest to all members” and
another staying away from meetings due to “topics that
have (almost) nothing to do with relocation”.

Do you have a preferred meeting format?
Our guest speakers take first place with you, but are closely
followed by round table discussions as “both formats are
interesting”. Much depends on the topic, and you agree
that some talks are more suited to one format or the other,
which is why we shall continue to strive to offer you a good
mix between the two.
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You had some interesting suggestions, including a “member
fair” where every member of a certain industry gets a
stand and is able to present their business to the rest of the
membership, alternating between industries per meeting.
We also enjoyed reading that you feel “a debate would draw
a crowd and perhaps attract new members” and so we’ve
put on our thinking caps to come up with a sufficiently hot
topic to get those crowds going wild.

What topics or issues would you like to see
addressed at future meetings?
Thank you for your many and varied suggestions. You are
interested in everything from time management and first
aid training to house insurance and local schools, so we’ll
try and source the most interesting speakers and topics
for you over the coming months and years. To group the
suggestions into some sort of order, you again request more
relocation related topics (impact of Brexit on relocation in
Belgium, most frequent issues for expats coming to Belgium,
how to make life of internationals better) as well as more
data-driven and statistical information (global mobility
statistics in Belgium, trends in the industry, changes in
expat contracts, global trends such as whole families or only
head of family relocating) and practical guidance on how
to survive anything from culture shock to registering at the
local town hall. Accreditation is also a popular topic.

What do you think of ReLocate?
With ReLocate celebrating its 10th anniversary this year,
we were delighted to hear that you rate our member
publication as either outstanding, good or OK (“depends on
articles & issues”). Thank you for agreeing it “has improved
over the years” (we couldn’t agree more ourselves) as we
have gone from a small newsletter to a quarterly magazine
that goes out to some 5,000 digital readers, on top of the
print run that is distributed amongst members. You feel the
“current mix of articles is good” and “it’s easy to read with
a nice layout”. You would like us to “make [the magazine]
more broadly available” but understand that “going further
would mean a serious increase in cost” and so we’d like to
take this opportunity to remind you that we’d be delighted
to further grow the magazine with your help. Contact Fiona
at relocate@abra-relocation.com to find out how you might
be able to play a part in increasing our distribution.

are the biggest issues new arrivals are faced with”, “life in
Belgium if you are new” and “development possibilities for
trailing spouses”. We are looking forward to exploring all of
these topics and more in upcoming editions.

What do you think of our online newsfeed? Would
you ever share articles with your followers?
Clearly this is where we need to do more work: not all of you
are aware of our online newsfeed or how it works https://
abra-relocation.com/news-and-events/. Articles published
in ReLocate go up on our newsfeed for easy reference,
please feel free to share anything you feel of interest with
your readers. Members are free to post articles here too. If
you haven’t received your best practice guide, then please
do reach out to Fiona for your copy. In the meantime, we’ll
strive to do more with our newsfeed as the majority of you
“would share articles of interest with your followers”.

Are there any topics you feel our Board should
address?
Here we see that you would like us to “focus more on the
under 30’s both privately and professionally”, you would like
to “update the board composition”, you’d like to have “more
meetings in Antwerp” and/or outside of Brussels as “not
all of you have had an opportunity to host a meeting” and
you’d very much like to see movement with both the “driving
license exchange” and the “recognition of the profession of
relocation” issues as these discussions remain ongoing.

Takeaway
We were delighted to receive so many considered and
varied responses from you as it shows you are truly invested
in your membership with ABRA. Your input will help us set
the agenda for the coming years and will help us become
an even better association. We appreciate the honesty
with which you responded and enjoy hearing about what
matters to you most. Thank you for saying “I really enjoy my
membership” - we are honoured to be working for you all.
In our next edition we’ll be covering the results from the Full
Member Survey.

What topics or issues would you like to see
addressed in ReLocate?
Your most popular reads are real life stories from expats
in Belgium, which is why we’re bringing you the story of
two expat mums this issue. Your second most popular
request is relocation and trend related and ranges from
“international trends in mobility and education” to “short
to mid-term population evolution in Brussels”. You also
request more practical advice such as on “procedures with
local municipalities”, “documentation” and the “driving
licence exchange” (December 2017 issue). Finally, you are
interested in what happens to these newcomers: “what

The ABRA board would like to take this opportunity to welcome
Alexander De Nys, Sandra Van Bellingen and Pauline Six to the
board and thank you for your continued trust in us.
Should you like to become more involved with ABRA, then please
know that all Full, Local, Affiliate and Real Estate members are free
to join any of the four committees, even as non-board members.
Our task forces are in Relocation (full members only), Membership,
Events and Communications, each of which has its own set of
responsibilities. Find out more about our committees by visiting:
www.abra-relocation.com/committees/
RELOCATE
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Urban Living in Antwerp
hotel services included								

Once known as the Antwerp City Hotel, PREMIER SUITES
PLUS Antwerp has renovated the city centre hotel into a
wide range of luxurious serviced bedrooms and apartments
with private terraces overlooking the city, offering more
than just a traditional hotel accommodation. Aiming to
bring home a little closer to their guests, full hotel services
are complementary to the brand new lodging near to the
Central Station. Furthermore, a central patio around the
top floor penthouses and a Green House plus Food Café
accessible through the common area, add a valuable
community feeling to one’s stay.

Set in the Bustling City Centre of Antwerp
In the heart of Antwerp, within walking distance of the
Central Station, you’ll find your home away from home
while traveling for business or leisure. Located in the worldfamous Diamond Quarter and in a few minutes’ walk from
the main shopping street, the City Park and the principal
business districts, Premier Suites Plus Antwerp is the ideal
base for doing business or exploring this vibrant city.
Premier Suites Plus offers newly renovated luxurious
serviced rooms and apartments for short or long stays. The
new hospitality venue in the European key city provides
business people or expats with the comfort of home and the
services of a premium hotel. Whether for short or long term,
SEPTEMBER 2018

by Wendy Kegels

the 50 spacious bedrooms and 60 fully equipped penthouse
studios and apartments with luxury services will give that
comfortable homey feeling one longs for when abroad. A
modern and sophisticated interior with a nice incidence of
light and a touch of greenery will make guests feel at home
right away.
As all spacious Standard Rooms come with standard
amenities such as Wi-Fi, air-conditioning, flat screen TV,
hairdryer, safe, bath or shower and coffee and tea making
facilities, the new Deluxe Rooms have a Nespresso machine
and mini-fridge on top, as well as a choice of Elemis luxury
skincare products. For what reminds more of a cosy house
than enjoying a nice cup of coffee in the morning and
pampering oneself with award-winning indulging toiletries?
As for the new Executive Studios and Penthouse studios and
apartments with separate sleeping and living area, guests
can prepare their favourite meal in the fully furnished
kitchenette after a long day’s work in the comfort of their
own surroundings.

Full Hotel Services
The organisation feels it’s the small things that make the
difference. A 24-hour reception ensures checking in at
any time of day or night will be as easy as entering one’s
own home. Public car parking is available at discounted
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rate. At check-in a welcome
hamper will be provided with
all basic necessities to start
off the homey stay carefree.
For instance a dishcloth, a
dishwasher tablet and some
detergent will make sure
guests won’t have to run out
to the shop the minute they
arrive. On top of that, weekly
cleaning services are included.
A comfortable bathrobe and a
pair of slippers are waiting to be
snuggled up in, while watching
one of the international (such as
Israeli) channels on television.

Food Café and Rooftop
Green House
As they have teamed up with
Seventh Heaven, guests will
enjoy a good night’s sleep
thanks to the top quality
mattresses and box springs
and luxurious crisp white linen
and fluffy pillows, in order to
be fit for the next day of work.
The ground floor boasts a
working area with a large desk

GMFC
Facility Management

and comfortable chairs for
hotel and apartment guests to
get that work done or to hold
a meeting, with water and
coffee on the house. Guests
can call upon grocery delivery
or laundry services at the
reception when running out
of time or grab a quick bite
(breakfast, lunch or dinner) in
the Food Café on the top floor.
Complementary laundry rooms
with washing machines and
dryers are available on that
same floor for self-service. This
upper floor also houses the
penthouses, the central patio
and the Green House where
people can mingle and meet up
while enjoying the iconic view
of the Central Station dome
and the city of Antwerp.

This article is brought to you by
premiersuitesantwerp.com

Departure cleaning
for exit survey

GMFC works with a wide range of relocation agencies, real
estate brokers, embassies and international organisations
in Belgium and Luxembourg. One of our most appreciated
services is that we provide a cleaner during your exit survey
who can intervene should a last minute issue be found.
This extra service is offered to reassure the customer that
nothing is forgotten and that everything is cleaned. Should
there be a problem, the cleaner is on hand to act immediately.
Our Professional End of Tenancy Cleaning service guarantees
you that you will be able to recover your full deposit from your
landlord.
We provide a deep and thorough clean of your property at
the end of your lease, and promise exceptional results and
full customer satisfaction. GMFC also provides handymen,
painting, gardening, plumbing services and renovation works.
Our aim is to deliver high-quality services to our customers
and this is one of the many reasons our team is the best in
the business. We can usually be at your property within 24-48
hours.
Contact us today to find out what we can do for you. Owner
Gianluca Memmi is always available to provide you with the
best quotation.
GMFC Facility Management
Avenue Rogier, 270, 1030 Bruxelles
+32 2 310 6688 • +32 477 790 524
info@gmfc.be • www.gmfc.be
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Quality of Living Survey
Mercer’s 20th Anniversary Edition				

by Fiona Klomp

in order to compensate their employees
appropriately for any decrease in
living standards. Equally organisations
considering opening an office in a
new location should make a short,
medium and long term assessment
of the city’s infrastructure. Decision
makers increasingly acknowledge that
globalisation is challenging cities to
inform, innovate and compete to attract
people and investments – the key to a
city’s future.”

Brussels from 1998 to 2018

As well as publishing their annual Quality of Living Survey,
Mercer has listed the most significant increases in quality
of living for select cities for their 20th anniversary edition.
The annual QoL Survey has become an invaluable tool for
businesses and cities looking to attract a mobile workforce.
Europe remains an attractive destination for expatriates
on assignment, with many of its cities offering the world’s
highest quality of living despite economic and political
volatility. ReLocate caught up with Slagin Parakatil,
Principal at Mercer and Global Product Owner for its
Quality of Living research, to find out more about how
Brussels has performed over these last twenty years.

“Brussels started just outside of the Top
10 in 1998 and has gradually dropped
to just outside of the top 25 in rankings
over the course of the years,” he adds.
“It is important to note that Brussels has
had a reasonably similar living standard
over this period of time, therefore it is
likely that significant improvements
of other cities has resulted in Brussels
being overtaken in the rankings. Also,
the number of cities in the Quality of
Living Ranking varies slightly year by year which may impact
the positioning of cities in the ranking. For example Paris
has dropped from 25 to its current 39 over time, and London
has similarly dropped from 30 to its current position of 41.
Amsterdam has been more consistent, hovering between 10
to 15 in the rankings throughout 20 years. Looking to other
European cities: Vienna, Zurich, Geneva and Copenhagen
have all remained in the top 10 over 20 years.”
“Broadly speaking, Brussels has lower QoL scores in the
areas of air pollution, climate and traffic congestion. Directly
comparing Brussels to the Top 10 cities in the 2018 ranking
reveals Brussels has lower scores in the areas of internal
stability and law enforcement. However, it should be noted
that Brussels shares outstanding standards with the top
10 cities in the areas of medical services, consumer goods,
personal freedom and variety of restaurants, among others.”

“How successful an international assignment is hinges on
the personal and professional wellbeing of the individual
expatriate and the welfare of their families,” Slagin tells
us. “As well as a significant hinder
to a city’s, business and talent
Vienna tops the ranking for the
attractiveness, poor quality of
9th year running and is followed
living can considerably impact on
by Zurich (2), Auckland and Munich
an expatriate’s life style. Younger
generations, millennials in particular,
in joint 3rd place. In 5th place
often have high expectations in terms
Vancouver completes the top five.
of lifestyle, leisure and entertainment
Brussels (27) has dropped to just
opportunities. Companies sending
outside of the top 25 in the 2018
expatriates abroad need to get the full
QoL Survey.
picture of conditions on the ground
SEPTEMBER 2018

“The 2016 terror attacks in Brussels
were acknowledged in the respective
QoL survey. Brussels has a slightly
lower score for Internal Stability
compared to other cities placed higher
in the rankings. In early 2018, the
Belgium government lowered their
nation’s terror threat level. Consider
also that EU border controls that
were reinstated in 2015 will continue
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through 2018 and the foreseeable future. It’s factors like
these that reveal an ongoing issue that requires close
scrutiny. We are monitoring all locations and any significant
impacts will be considered moving forward with our 2018
survey and beyond.”

Europe in 2018

increase in living standards (+12%) in the region, following
concerted efforts over the past few decades to continuously
improve infrastructure (airports, public transport, etc.) and
recreational and entertainment facilities. Many international
companies have settled their regional headquarters here,
causing an influx of expatriates. These cities have also
developed their tourism infrastructure and offerings.

African cities have seen the gap in quality of living widen
“In Europe, some of the highest increases in living
the most over the past two decades. Maputo, Mozambique,
standards over the last 20 years have been observed in
witnessed the highest increase in living standards, up 15%.
Eastern European cities,” said Martine Ferland, Senior
After decades of civil war, the country has witnessed a
Partner and President of Mercer’s EuroPac Region. “The
slow and steady improvement in the city’s infrastructure
driving factors have been improvements in public services,
since the end of 90s, combined with greater economic and
transportation offerings and personal safety, as well as
political stability. Africa continues to have some remarkable
better availability of recreational facilities and consumer
successes — some countries have
goods. As a result of increased living
experienced high economic growth
standards, a competitive labour
— but also considerable challenges,
market and talent availability, many
The City Sanitation ranking sees
including political and economic
of these cities have started attracting
several Nordic cities ranked among
turmoil, poverty, natural disasters
multinational businesses setting up
the top 10 globally, with Helsinki
and lack of adequate infrastructure.
new operations.”

in 2nd and Copenhagen, Oslo and
Stockholm all tied in 8th place.

Asia Pacific in 2018
Vienna remains the highest ranking
city in Europe and globally, providing
Chinese and Indian cities had the
residents and expatriates with high
Brussels shares excellent sanitation
highest increases in living standards
security,
well-structured
public
standards with these Top 10 cities.
in Asia between 1998 and 2018. As
transportation and a variety of
The only significant discrepancy is
two of the fastest-growing economies
cultural and recreation facilities.
found in Brussels’ lower score for
in the world, China and India have
Munich jumped to 3rd position
air pollution, which results in its
made considerable investments
as over time the city has made a
overall rank of 39th globally.
in the physical infrastructure of
concerted effort to attract talent and
its cities, including airports, public
businesses by continuously investing
transport networks, and broadband
in high-tech infrastructure and
and mobile phone connections.
promoting its cultural facilities. As a result of the terrorist
attack in Stockholm (23) the city drops three places whereas
Illustrating the region’s great disparity in quality of living,
Oslo (25) and Lisbon (38) increase their rankings by six and
Singapore remains the highest ranking city in 25th place
five places respectively. London remains further down the
whereas Dhaka ranks 216th. In Southeast Asia, Kuala
list as due to its persistent issues with traffic congestion and
Lumpur (85) follows Singapore and five Japanese cities top
air pollution it drops one place to rank 41st.
the ranking for East Asia: Tokyo (50), Kobe (50), Yokohama
(55), Osaka (59), and Nagoya (64). City Sanitation rankings
America in 2018
also vary considerably across the region with Kobe (8) the
highest ranking and Dhaka (230) the lowest.
“In North America, increases in living standards have
been more muted compared to other regions,” said Ken
Haderer, Senior Partner and President of Mercer’s North
America Region. “North American locations already have
high living standards and witness only marginal increases;
with those increases in part due to infrastructure, political
environment, and recreational availability, the future of
work looks promising.”
The highest increases have occurred in Central America,
including Havana, Cuba (+6.5%). Several locations in Central
and Latin America saw living standards increase following
improvements in the political environment and expanding
availability of consumer goods for expatriates, combined
with a slight development in infrastructure.

Mercer’s authoritative survey is one of the world’s most
comprehensive and is conducted annually to enable
multinational companies and other organisations to
compensate employees fairly when placing them on
international assignments. In addition to valuable data on
relative quality of living, Mercer’s surveys provide hardship
premium recommendations for more than 450 cities
throughout the world; this year’s ranking includes 231 of
these cities.
For further details of the 2018 Quality of Living Survey, or to
get your copy of the report, please contact Mercer:
https://mobilityexchange.mercer.com/quality-of-living

Middle East and Africa in 2018
The United Arab Emirates has witnessed the biggest
RELOCATE
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PREMIER SUITES PLUS invites ABRA Members to stay
overnight at upcoming Member Meeting

Thinking of emigrating to pastures new?
Join VIW during their next information day

In September 2018 PREMIER SUITES PLUS Antwerp will
open brand new long stay units in the heart of the Capital
of Cool “Antwerp”. 110 units are divided in 40 hotel rooms,
20 Executive Studios, 20 Superior Studios and 20 Superior
one-bedroom apartments all available for serviced long or
short-term stays.

The foundation Flemish People in the World / Vlamingen
in de Wereld (VIW) is an interest group set up for fellow
countrymen who want to live or already live, work or stay
abroad. Among several other initiatives, VIW organizes an
information day about immigrating to the US, Canada, New
Zealand and Australia twice a year. Our next info day will take
place on November 15th, 2018. Everyone who is thinking
about going abroad is welcome. A good preparation is the
first step towards a successful migration. More information
and registration via:
				 www.viw.be

On the 4th of October we offer ABRA members the opportunity
to discover our property during a visit and drink before the
ABRA networking meeting in Aartselaar. Additionally, ABRA
members who attend the networking event can stay free of
charge in one of our brand-new studio’s or apartments on
the 4th of October.
For more information or to RSVP for 4/10/2018 please
contact Wendy Croes on + 32 9 241 53 34 or
wcroes@premgroup.com
www.premiersuitesantwerp.com

•

•
A brand new look for Belsquare Residence
Montgomery Brussels
Belsquare Residence is delighted to introduce you to its
brand-new look. Not only have they extensively refurbished
their serviced apartments in the heart of Brussels’
Montgomery district, they’ve also given their corporate
image a facelift with a shiny new website, brochures and
logo. With just 30 apartments and an in-house concierge,
Belsquare offers residents that all-important personal
touch to help you feel at home. Offering a wide choice of
apartments - from one-bedroom to penthouse - Belsquare
provides expats, Eurocrats and international assignees with
a luxurious long or short stay in Brussels. Discover all by
visiting them online or get in touch to organise a personal
viewing of their properties.
			

www.belsquare.be

•
HR-Law Focus Lunch Seminar
Humberto Cardoso Aires and Anastasiia Dehtiarova
join The Bulletin as Account Manager and Marketing
Consultant
This year, The Bulletin has welcomed new team members
Humberto Cardoso Aires and Anastasiia Dehtiarova, who
are already introducing new projects to the magazine’s
communications strategy.

On Tuesday September 18th, FieldFisher will be hosting its
next HR-Law Focus Lunch. During this seminar FieldFisher
will delve into the most important HR law topics (legislation
and case law) of the last 6 months and the months to come.

Humberto, who has also lived in Portugal and the UK as
well as Brussels, will connect with internationally oriented
companies. Anastasiia, who is originally from Ukraine and
moved to Brussels after living in Italy, will develop The
Bulletin’s marketing and communications strategy.

Topics on the agenda include ‘What to take home from the
‘Summer agreement’ for HR purposes?, ‘New regulations
in respect of workplace surveillance and protection of the
employer’s assets/information’, ‘GDPR: do you have your
‘employee privacy notice’ in place?’, ‘New regulations
in respect of economical unemployment’ and ‘Newest
developments in salary flexibility: mobility budget and other
recent developments’ to name but a few.

Humberto and Anastasiia are excited to meet and connect
with ABRA’s members at upcoming events. You can reach
them via humberto.cardosoaires@contentconnections.be
and anastasiia.dehtiarova@thebulletin.be.

The seminar takes place from 12pm to 2.30pm at the
FieldFisher offices on Boulevard Louis Schmidt 29, Brussels.
Please be sure to register your attendance by emailing
sv1@fieldfisher.com
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Innovative Academic Scholarships worth up to 100% Fees
from ISF Waterloo International School
ISF Waterloo is excited to announce the launch of an
Academic Scholarship Program for the school year 2018-19.
There will be four different entry levels, each offering up to
five 75% scholarships and at least one 100% scholarship.
It is well known that tuition fees in Belgium’s international
schools are among the most expensive in Europe. This
innovative ISF program eliminates such cost barriers for the
most gifted and culturally suitable candidates. Regardless
of personal financial circumstances, ISF Scholars will enjoy
an internationally accredited English language education
and gain globally recognised pre-university Cambridge
International qualifications. The innovative ISF Primary
School scholarships provide highly affordable access to ISF’s
state of the art “Google School” education while following
the International Primary Curriculum. For more information
visit
			
www.isfwaterloo.org

•
Martin’s Agora: Martin’s expertise
and the urban experience
In April 2018, ‘Martin’s Agora’ hotel complex opened its
doors in the heart of a unique urban resort with a strong
focus on design, technology and the traveller’s experience.
Alongside our two new facilities – Martin’s Louvain-la-Neuve
(a superior 3-star hotel with 108 guest rooms) and Martin’s
All Suites (a 4-star apartment-hotel with 102 suites) − the
12,000 m² Agora complex offers meeting rooms, a large
wellness & fitness facility Martin’s City Spa, a brasserierestaurant complex B. Comme, co-working spaces, areas
dedicated to culture, and multimodal mobility services.
Located in the heart of the city and on the shores of Lake
Louvain-la-Neuve, the hotels enjoy an exceptional location
in an environment both urban and green. And these two
new hotels, with their ‘urban’ and ‘lifestyle’ character, will
certainly include the traditions of comfort, service and
sustainability that our group cherishes. Whether you are
visiting for business or pleasure, the ‘Martin’s Agora’ hotel
complex offers its guests accommodation for short and long
stays.
		
www.martinshotels.com

•
New website for Illus Communications
Much like that old saying about the cobbler’s children going
to school barefoot, the Illus Communications website has
suffered similar neglect over the years. After going back to
the drawing board innumerable times, Illus is now finally
ready to share its new look with the world. If you’ve ever
wondered what exactly it is that Fiona does, then head on
over to:
		
www.illuscommunications.com

Expatica’s New Angels
With over 15 years of experience in Corporate
Communications, business organization and digital
marketing, Rocio Manzanares, joins Expatica as a liaison
between the sales and editorial department, assuring
the optimization of the core business of Expatica. Rocio is
Chilean-Dutch and is very excited to having joined the team
and looks forward to the challenges this position might
bring.
After years of roaming about the globe writing and taking
pictures for various websites and magazines, MarieCharlotte Pezé is happy to have settled down with the
great Expatica team as the new managing editor. She is very
inspired by the development of the new website and busy
putting her skills to good use creating engaging and helpful
content for their clients and readers.
Having aspired to become a writer since she first picked
up a pen, Lindsay Rubino is delighted to have been named
editor in chief at Expatica after serving as content marketing
manager for one year. She is originally from New Jersey
and has worked with copywriting and content production
since the start of her career: first as an editor for a technical
publisher and later at a television trade magazine in New
York City.
			
www.expatica.com

•
BEPS International Secondary School now open!
This year BEPS International School is celebrating its 45th
anniversary. In the last 10 years BEPS has developed and
grown in many ways. We’ve gained a strong reputation for
developing confident and independent learners both in
Early Years and Primary. After great interest from parents in
having a secondary school “like BEPS” we decided to take on
this exciting challenge. BEPS International School selected a
curriculum in line with its vision and values. We will offer the
Middle Year Programme (MYP) and the Diploma Programme
of the International Baccalaureate (IB). The IB is an ambitious
curriculum offering access to universities around the world.
We welcome applications for students aged 11 to 14 for
September 2018. Come and visit us!
			

www.beps.com
RELOCATE
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ABRA Member Meeting - Thursday 21st September, 2017
Due the delayed publication dates this year, we are catching up on meeting photographs. The Thursday 21 September member
meeting took place at Martin’s Hotels Spa and Resort in Château du Lac, Genval. Host Martin Sophian gave a short presentation
on Martin’s Hotels facilities and surrounding serviced apartments. Our guest speaker was Willemijn van Dommelen of Pink
Rebel Revolution Consultancy, who spoke on preventing and dealing with burnout in the workplace. Offering practical tips such
as signs to look out for and steps to take to build your personal resiliance, Willemijn’s presentation was followed by a lively Q
& A. For more event photographs and to put names to faces please visit the ABRA website.
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EXPATS FEEL
AT HOME RIGHT AWAY.

GET YOUR FREE PREMIUM PACK!
The Premium Pack includes 3 multi-currency accounts,
up to 2 Gold credit cards* and many more advantages.
BNP Paribas Fortis offers you personalised banking & insurance
solutions. Apply from home now, it’s really easy!

bnpparibasfortis.be/expatinbelgium

* Subject to approval of your application.
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